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About This Game

Here is an honest introduction to the game.

"Arrival" is not a diablo-like game, except for the camera perspective.

Friends who helped us with the test were asking us at the first sight of the game, is this the type of game Diablo? Yes, we are all
Diablo, especially the Diablo 2 fans, but when we develop "Arrival", we are more focused on the sense of the battle. We also
love the rich RPG features of Diablo, which are presented in a simpler, more straightforward way in "Arrival". So if you're a

fan of a heavy RPG system, "Arrival" may not meet your expectations, it's our fault.

If you like real-time and muson battle, "Arrival" should be worth a try.

Save the world in a simple way

How can the last Guardians save the world in crisis?

Although we provide unique settings and complete storyline in the game, in general it is the constant ascent of the Guardian's
power to keep the Guardian strong enough to defeat the Great Old One who once again brought the world into crisis.

In the case of saving the world, we still think that simplicity is the best way.

The simple way does not mean that there is no difficulty and challenge, the Guardian can take advantage of the following
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features in game:

- Careful and superb combat skills, brute force fight can not be won.
- Use the different characteristics and attributes of various weapons will make the fight against a particular enemy more

efficient.
- Strengthen the Dragon pet which is a powerful force in the fight. The hero should never be alone.

- The Magic card collected in battle can promote different attributes, choose the way you like to combine cards, you can create
the most convenient fighting style.

- Fighting is not the only way to be strong, the "Master Turtle" has already seen through this point, remember must go
to ask him.

Message from Developer

Arrival is an indie game that was developed by Zack Zhu and Lyle Shu. It is the first Real-time 3D Action Adventure game we
developed.

14 months of hard work is a fun and challenging journey for Zack and Lyle. Thankfully, we can finally show the game. We do
not want to use seductive and gorgeous words to describe it, because we also hope that there are many ways to achieve higher

standards in mind.

We expect the rhythm of battle in "Arrival" to be so intense that it will be fun to have a brisk fight. We also try to avoid
redundancy and deliberate procrastination in the rhythm of the game, entertainment time for everyone is very valuable.

Your purchases and encouragement will help Zack and Lyle better to continue developing more fun games. We love games, we
always feel that the most important thing in the world should be simple and happy. if we can create some such things to the

world, it is worth our joy.

 Thanks to Exocet Yu for advice and testing assistance during the development process.
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Title: Great Old One - Arrival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Mahjong Knight
Publisher:
Mahjong Knight
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6320 or equivalent

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7600 512 Mb or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4096 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Sailing in the huge ocean of steam's catalogue sometimes you find a sunken treasure. This is the case with Kyn, a game that
every RPG enthusiast should try. Despite not being a AAA game it does have some brilliant solutions that most major RPGs
lack.

Pros:
- A lot of good puzzles, challenging but never too intricate or frustrating.
- Rich and detailed graphics, with a unique style.
- Combat situations are varied and force the player do adopt different strategies. Charging headfirst is seldom a good idea!
- Crafting is simple but essential in the long run, since loot is mostly common weapons and crafting materials.

Cons:
- Loot is completely random, which can be frustrating when you explore whole side areas only to find some irrelevant treasure.
- Not many side quests and almost no choices during the story.

In closing, it's a real pity there is no sequel or extra contents. When you finish the game you'd want more!. The Game is pretty
good fun, but it is very short.
I'd say it is worth 6€, but more levels would have been essential.
Now the game can be played trough in less than 1/4 day so the fun doesn't last very long.
Also an editor or something would have been great.
But still driving those Trucks really is fun.. No pids controller. Took forever to get taranis to hook up. Can't change rates. Keeps
crashing. No option to turn off fpv noise. Needs a lot of work. Very flashy and good graphics but lacks the basics needed to
even make it a viable beta. Liftoff had a much better beta launch.. Hmm... The Magical Silence has been a little different of an
experience for me as far as Steam games go.
I didn't know what to expect with this one. For under a quid and with one achievement seemed tempting enough for me to bite
the bait- but afterwards I have beel left wondering: was that really worth it?

The art in this one is really beautiful, and the music is nice too. Big thumbs up on the visuals for this game... the game itself
however? I'm finding this harder to praise. I suppose the "puzzles" (If you can call them that?) are simple enough to work out...
but executing them was a different story. Some of them seem a little buggy and it can take a while to trigger something that you
know you have already tried so many times before... On top of this, this game was incredibly short (and sad!). Had the game
been maybe 4-5 levels of the main bulk of the game, I might be giving it a different score... But for now it almost seems like a
buggy musical screensaver. (Speaking of screensavers, I noticed that leaving the game untouched for maybe 5+ minutes makes
the scroll funtion stop working? Not sure if anyone else has experienced this).

+ Good for Trading cards
+ Good achievement
+ Excellent artwork

- Buggy
- Too short :(. I liked this game, I laughed for a whole hour after seeing a open credits, first "character" pictures and many more
(I'm sarcastic right now).. Art: 7\/10 (Quite good considering the asking price)
Grammar: 7\/10 (Not over the top but very much comprehensive)
  Length: 8\/10 (Very short, but fair given the asking price)
  VA: 6\/10 (Some of the voices come off as awkward. But across the board it's pleasant)'
  Routes: 8\/10 (Short and sweet, but rather good. Was quite surprised by it)
  Waifu: 9,000\/10 (Healer is bae)
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Final Verdict: Nice and short, given the price, is a good VN that is comprehensive and enjoyable. Would recommend to those
who just want to enjoy a very simple VN.

Side Note: In its current state it still has some tedious bugs that make it less enjoyable.. This game is the greatest game I have
ever played! Everyone get it
. The game needs alot more work but i think it would be pretty good if you worked on it ALOT more.. UPDATE 07\/10\/18: I
have just tested with Windows 10 and it appears that all the issues have been fixed.

DISCLAIMER: RIGHT NOW (18\/10\/15) THIS DOES NOT WORK WITH WIN 10
THIS MAY HAVE BEEN FIXED WITH RECENT UPDATES, PLEASE CHECK FOR YOURSELF.

NOTE: The other highly rated review is over a year old meaning that some of the negatives of this software have been
fixed. Before you decide not to use this software based on the reviews please download the trial and try it out for
yourself as many problems may be fixed.

Before you buy this, check out the free trial on the Actual Multiple Monitors website:
http:\/\/www.actualtools.com\/multiplemonitors\/

Really useful piece of software to use if you have 2 monitors. It combines a lot of useful features such as allowing you to do
stuff on your second monitor when you\u2019re in a game in your first monitor without it minimizing and having hotkeys which
allow you to arrange your windows.

The UI isn't all that great but it has some features which it's competitor Display Fusion doesn\u2019t have such as the option to
have new windows open in the display which your cursor is in (which I really miss)

It\u2019s a really good application and if you have 2 or more monitors you should give it a try.
It also works with start button mods for Win 8, such as Start8.

I no longer use AMM as it doesn\u2019t work with WIN 10 but if it did then I wouldn't have switched to Display Fusion.

Feel free to message me on Steam if you have any questions about this program

If you are looking for a multiple monitor program for Windows 10 then I recommend Display Fusion, you can find it on Steam..
Blossom Tales Review

https://youtu.be/5iVsglLQFe4

Many games try to create the same look and feel of Zelda but fall far of the mark. Blossom Tales is thankfully not a flash in the
pan game. The art style is great and different with it blown up overly large square pixel are that still manages to convey the cute
and playful style of a Zelda Like game. Lighting is another key feature of this game that gives off the glow of touches and sun
beam, even the gloomy atmosphere of the dungeons and swamp area is nice. The sprite animation is good too, because with the
limited space for animation due to the size of the sprites the designer still manages to make it seem very real and relatable with
the emotion and action portrayed well not needing the Japanese trop of action bubbles.
Sound is a big thing in this game having a meaty heft yet colourful humour at the same time. What I mean is that the sound are
reminiscence of the old 16-bit games of yore where the sound are similar to the ting and crashing from that time but been
expanded on and given reverbed and greater sound scape to give the sound effects a realism of their own. Music is great as well
having a feel for the great Zelda tunes but making the tune their own. So, at times you will be playing and humming the tunes
and thinking this sounds so like Zelda, nice compilation.
Getting to the simple point of it the game is fun. Zipping along with a sword and shield facing all the challenges that the world
has to offer. But like all games of this type you have a list of quest to finish in order to complete the game. The king is in a
magical slumber that can only be broken from collecting three special items to make a potion to break the curse. So off you go
beating bosses and collecting stuff. The twist is that this is story being told by Grandpa to his two grandchildren who frequently
talk during the game also inject opinions that are funny and add a real difference to the game play.
This is a great game with lovely reto graphic, bopping soundtrack, nice sound and a story that is different from your run of the
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mill Zelda clones
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. Short game, but it manages to stay fun the entire game. It's basically a not-so-pretty sidescrolling action/shooter game, similar
to Probotector/Contra. You can jump up and down platforms, and there are quite a few secrets to be found as well. Other than
that, it's just shooting at everything that moves. Except... there's a gun stacking feature. Meaning you can combine weapons to
create the ultimate weapon. Have a rocket launcher ? Check. Have a shotgun ? Check. Combine these and you'll be shooting
bullets and rockets at the same time. You can stack up to 6 weapons so near the end you'll have a lot of firepower. The humor is
simple and a bit childish at times, but it's nothing big. There isn't a lot of story involved anyway. So you like Serious Sam ? And
you like platforming AND shooting ? Get this ! If you said no to both of these questions; skip it.

[Rating: 75/100]. best game ever 10/10. The only wish here is to play a different game. This is a basic IOS type puzzle game
that you would expect to be F2P on an app store. It has an overelaborate storyline written in broken english. It isn't worth the
time it takes to install.. HOPE YA DONT LIKE YOUR EARS BECAUSE THERES 3 SOUND SETTINGS AND 1 IS SUPER
LOUD BUT THE ONLY LOWER OPTION IS MUTE! I DONT EVEN WANT TO KNOW WHAT SETTING 3 WOULD
DO!

Anyway, starting out with the bad because ♥♥♥♥♥alking this game is easy:
- Like, literally no sound options pretty much. The lowest setting is super ♥♥♥♥in loud so I hope you've got something to turn
down audio externally because I went deaf playing this game
- The port is... bad, but manageable.
- Story starts lacking around the middle/end, and I honestly think it's because the game was better off with the really good air of
mystery that it starts with, and answering all those questions kinda kills the story. At least it finishes really strong though.
-/+, Not sure what to classify this as, but bosses are all major pushovers, except for 3. The final boss of the pain area, the final
boss of the game, and a boss that comes near the end. Every other boss will die so quickly on hard in comparison to what it takes
to kill normal enemies. Around mid/late-game, a boss kill would take me usually 1-2 turns, sometimes only a single character
needed to take their move to finish off the boss. Normal fights would take closer to 3-5 turns with how tanky some enemies
were, and how much type advantages and whether or not they are weak to physical or magical (a stat you aren't told, you just
need to find out) The bosses that aren't pushovers, usually have a quirk. Respectively to those three (it's not really spoilers you're
fine): it can counter everything you do except block. It's rng whether or not it does, and there's no solid idea of what makes it
counter, but it feels like a 90% chance it'll counter any move. Has almost no hp tho - A ♥♥♥♥ass ton of agility, dodges most of
your attacks - A ♥♥♥♥ass-ton of resistance, and a self heal

And on to the good:
+ It's long, especially if you aren't a coward and play on hard difficulty (easy in my experience is the "♥♥♥♥ you I don't want
to play an rpg I want a visual novel" difficulty) idk about normal, but hard feels like what an RPG should be. Strategy comes
into some level of play, and especially by the end rotations that have you spend all your SP and then earn it all back in the same
turn become really important
+ The knockback mechanic is REALLY fun to play around with, and brings a nice change on the normal turn-based/neptunia
combat style.
+ Combat just in general is really really smooth, I can't get into it all and 3 points on just the combat is already too much space
wasted
+ They brought in the writer for corpse party, which means a tasteful level of everything is ♥♥♥♥ing depressing and I hate it
+ It mixes visual novel and RPG, which is part of why it's such a long game (my first playthrough on hard took about 36 hours,
but 8 of that was dedicated to an arena-like area called the "pain area" so it's really more like 28) The visual novel parts do have
some downsides, like namely not being able to save before choices that instantly game over, but skipping through dialogue is
easy enough.
+ The story, as mentioned, starts really really strong. The first 4 or so chapters are incredibly well written and there's a nice level
of believable mystery and to some degree realism in it. That gets thrown right out the window in the later chapters though, and
the type of story it tells shifts. It's pretty jarring going from "yeah okay this is kinda realistic" to "wait no stop that's not even
remotely possible stop wait no okay I guess this is full on fantasy now"
+ None of the party members stand out as particularly amazing, but they're all really good anyway. Except Lucil.
+ Anime tiddies, if that's your thing

Tl;dr
I got it for $40 on sale, and was pleasantly surprised with how much bang for my buck I got with it. If you played the neptunia
games: this is better, if you havent, but still like rpgs, i'd still check it out. I just don't like it.
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Maybe because is too simple or too constant, boring levels without any challenge, everything is linear and dull.
I'm a fan of tower defense games but this one simply doesn't attract me.
You can buy it if is on sale but, for ME, doesn't spark any interest.. Its a good game it just crashes because of Sound Error bug,
otherwise i love the space combat. A must have for Mighty Switch Force fans. The multiplayer aspect adds a whole new layer of
strategy and changes how you approach the different levels. Definitely give it a try. :D. If you are wrestling fan and prefer
backstage part of it instead of playing matches, this game is for you. It is shame that this is tha last and only one aviable on
steam. They should add more recent ones from this franchise.
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